JSM AG - 10a-1p 10/25

1. Wants talk paper agenda
   - for AG
   AG wants agenda, cc JSM
   Like tall Tale Paper, but change finances - opening MF
   - Subject - not "you"

2. Agrees w/ JSM on Rita Hauser,
   too pushy, PR for self-aggrandizing her
   & women's lib.

3. Weekly updates on Camp
   - UHC & FU w/JSM

4. Celebrities - 11/10 AG

5. Impressed w/ Muskie shit

6. Will see Velsheter + probable

7. Bob Brown on Camp,
   stay on UHS
   - doesn't like JSM - "Tom"
0: Program Do P for Col Mtg
- Mon meet 10/20, Evanst
  Flemming
  meet Mon, 11/1

Rent

0: J8M will do tree Watch

10. G → H Final passed at E+ Royal piece on 10/25

Talk

10. Flemming don't say for P

make

A + G + H → P Thurs.

Int H

w/ Miller

Talk

(11) Strategy G + P memo -

A + G + P announce +

read at memo

- add Buchanan to gp

testop " + memo = P

(12) J8M = Tom Reed on

Theer re Direct

Mail job - who interested

+ will offer job at that
time

in 11.14

(14) Misc activities - J8M to

get rundown soon
15 Wallace in Cal-yes & JSM. Bob Walters es Chan of Wal in Cal in 68 - maybe 10 g to get Wal off ballot → use 3rd party Rep 106 if JSM believes can succeed.

16 72 Rep Conven goes w/ Timmons

17 Daley) Aired: Miller - OK Teeter) Service at ZG Reed) Strategy may

18 more off record I argued by JSM & Piets → movie ok C's - Block on record but briefed before